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Dear friends and colleagues, members of the World Doctors Orchestra,
In 2014, WDO reached an excellent musical level: The concerts in Japan and in
Chile were arguably our best performances ever. Or as Jonathan Lass kindly put
it, we are getting closer performing great pieces to the composer’s desire. This
remarkable achievement is based on your thorough preparation of individual
parts before the sessions and passionate music making. We are very grateful for
the initiative of Naoko Takebe, Kenji Ishii, Patricia Zangger, and Ruben Guarda
and to all members of the local organizing committees in Japan and Chile. Both
sessions were also very successful with respect to the humanitarian cause of the
orchestra.
WDO has been joined by many new musician doctors and now includes
over 900 members from 50 countries. As essential basis for further long-term
development there has been important organizational and financial progress.
WDO USA has greatly advanced under leadership of Jonathan Lass and the
development committee. In addition, WDO Japan is planning to also establish a
long-term organization as important platform for further projects. The donation
requested for each session starting in 2015 (not needed from students and
colleagues under particular financial strain) will provide essential budgetary
support for local organizers and allow for sustainable development of the WDO
organizations.

PHOTOS

of the Japan & Chile sessions will soon be
uploaded in the member area of our homepage. If you have
personal ones that you want to share, please send to office@
world-doctors-orchestra.org. Nice Chile photos by Annia
Röhl can be found here: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/
dq1mk5u5otw2yis/AAAdsffiMGov2U-_tzXpO7Zia?dl=0

Based on the increasing membership and the strong musical, organizational,
and financial progress, WDO is now planning 3 sessions per year. In 2015:
1. Dresden/Berlin, local organizer Ulrike Schatz, featuring Wagner Meistersinger
overture, Dvorak cello concerto with soloist Ludwig Quandt (principal cellist of
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra), and Schumann Symphony No. 4.
2. Seattle/Vancouver, local organizers David Frank and Mark Lupin, featuring
Samuel Jones overture for a city, Dvorak violin concerto with soloist Mark Lupin,
and Shostakovich Symphony No. 5.
3. Barbados, initiated by Jeanine de Bique, featuring Mahler Symphony No. 4.
The ensembles for these sessions have already been assembled.
In 2016, sessions are planned in Thailand, Romania, and San Francisco. Update
information and the usual invitation to participate will be sent out in spring
2015.
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Please like us on facebook:

www.facebook.com/world.doctors.orchestra

Future session plans include Munich in association with Austria, Lugano in
Switzerland in association with Italy, Barcelona, Hamburg/Berlin, Paris in possible
association with Amsterdam, Taiwan, the Philippines, Copenhagen, and Buffalo
in association with New York or Boston.
In addition to these main sessions, the WDO Brass ensemble was initiated by
Richard Gosnay, Sandra Pittl, and Konrad Scheurer with concerts in Munich and
Innsbruck in July 2014. This first WDO satellite session was a special challenge.
The obvious concerns before embarking on such new format had been musical
quality, charity focus, and international approach. The brass music program was
an exciting collection by Richard, masterfully executed by over 20 brass and
percussion players, and the “WDO spirit” was overwhelming and rewarding.
The organizers and players set an impressive example, and all WDO members
are encouraged to organize additional concerts with smaller ensemble sizes
including chamber music groups.
We thank you for your musicianship, friendship, and dedication to WDO!
We hope you will enjoy happy and peaceful holidays and remain
with best wishes for the New Year 2015,
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